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1. INTRODUCTION 
In this short note, we consider homoclinic solutions (u(x), v(x)) to the system 
, 1 + ~ ~/v" (1.1) u - (u -1 )+uv 2, =v-uv  2, 
where 21 > 0 is constant ~ is a small parameter. System (1.1) was derived by HaM Peletier 
and Troy [1] in the study of steady-state solutions of the Gray-Scott model. The model has 
been studied by many authors recently. We refer the interested reader to [2-4] for more physical 
background of the model and to [1,5-8] and the references therein for the mathematical study 
of the model. We remark that the analytical methods were used in [1,5] while the geometrical 
singular perturbation methods were used in [6-8]. 
Homoclinic orbits of (1.1) represent the stationary spatial pattern of solitons for the Gray-Scott 
model. If 0 < 7 < 1/4, 7 ¢ 2/9, and s = 0, then (1.1) has a unique even homoclinic solution 
(uo, v0) satisfying (u~(0), v~(0)) = (0, 0) and lim~-~+~o(u0, v ) = (ao,flo), where (aE, fiG) = (1, 0) 
if 0 < ~ < 2/9 and aE = [1 + x/1 + 4"ff(1 + e)]/2 and fie = 1/aE if 2/9 < "~ < 1/4. (uo, v0) 
satisfies uo+TVo -1  = 0 and "yv~ = v0 -v02 +7v0 a on ( -0% oo). Furthermore, the explicit formulas 
for u0 and v0 were obtained in [1]. The graphs of u0 and v0 with -y = 0.1 and -y = 0.224 are given 
in Figures la  and lb, respectively. 
One of the main results in [1] was that the homoclinie solutions of (1.1) persist for sufficiently 
small s ~ 0, or more precisely, the following. 
THEOREM 1.1. Assume that 7 C (0, 2/9)0(2/9,  1/4). There exists an So > 0 such that if Is [ < So, 
then (1.1) has a unique even homodinic soIution with = that  
satisfies (us, vs) --~ (uo, vo) as s --+ O, where the convergence is in the space H2(IR) x H2(R). 
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Figure 1. Homoclinic solutions uo and vo with ~/= 0.1 and 7 = 0.224 in (a) and (b), 
respectively. 
We remark that in the above theorem, for 7 E (2/9, 1/4), lim=__,+~(u~(x), v~(x)) = (hE, ~)  was 
misprinted as lim=_.±~(u~(x), v~(x)) = (c~0, rio) (see [1, Theorem 5.5]). The proof of Theorem 1.1 
was accomplished by applying the implicit function theorem (IFT) directly to I ( z ,  ~) = 0, where 
5 v was defined to be a second-order differential operator for z E H2(0, ~o) x H2(0, oo) and s 
small. However, it was nontrivial to verify the conditions required by the IFT. For example, 
in order to check the nondegenerate condition for ~z at (z0, 0) where zo = (0, v0), a result on 
the essential spectrum for a second-order linear operator on [0, oo) was used. Some Sobolev 
embedding inequalities were also involved in the proof. It is the purpose of this paper to give a 
more elementary proof which is based solely on the contraction mapping theorem for an integral 
operator defined on el0, oc) x C[0, co). This proof results in a better estimate on lu~-u01+lv~-v01 
as well. In fact, we shall show the following. 
THEOREM 1.2. Assume that 7 E (0, 2/9) U (2/9, 1/4). There exists an ~o > 0 such that if I~[ < ~o, 
then (1.1) has a unique even homoclinic solution (u~, re) with lim=_.±oo(u~(x), v~(x) = (a~, fl~) 
that satisfies, for any nonnegative integer j and -oo  < x < oo, 
- @(x)  + - <_ cjl l, 
where Cj > 0 is constant independent of ~. 
2. PROOF OF  THEOREM 1.2  
Since the proofs of Theorem 1.2 for 0 < 7 < 2/9 and 2/9 < 7 < 1/4 are similar, we only give the 
proof for the former case. In this case, we have v~ < 0 on ( 0, oo) and v0(oo) = 0 as shown in Fig- 
ure la. Since v0 satisfies 7v~ I = vo-v~+Tv 3, it follows that v~v~ = -vox/1  - (2/3) v0 + (7/2) v02, 
which implies that Vo(X) ~ eoe-(1/~)= as x ~ oo, where co = v0(0)expI(1/v/-~) fo (1  - 
v/1 - (2/3) Vo + (7/2) v 2 ) dx] > 0. Hence, wo := v~ ,-~ - (eo/x/~)  e- - (1 /x /~)x  as  x --~ oQ. 
Note that w0 is a solution of w" = q(x)w where q(x) = (1/7) (1 -2v0(x)+ 37vo2(x)). Let wl be 
another solution of this equation with wl(1) = 0 and w~(1) = -1/wo(1).  Then, we have wow~ -
w~owl = w0(1)w~(1)-w~(1)wl(1) = -1  on (-o~, oo), which gives wl(x)  = -To(x )  fF (1/w 2) dy > 
0 on [1, oe), and hence, by L'Hospital's rule, 
To(X) v~(x) -v~vo~/1  - (2/3)Vo + (7/2)Vo 2 V~ as x --~ oo, 
w0(x)w l (z )  ~ 2w; (=)  = - 2 (v0 - v0 + 7v0  ~ - - - i - '  
and hence, wl(x)  ~ (7/2c0)e (1/v~)~ as x --~ oo. Therefore, there exists a constant I4 > 0, such 
that, fo r0_<y<x<oo,  
Iwo(y)wl(x)[ <_ KeO/4-~)(x-y), Iwo(~)~(Y)[ -< Ke- (1 /~) (=-Y)  (2.1) 
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Let v = vo + w and p = u - 1 + 7v. Then, (1.1) reduces to a system of the equations 
1 
p"= -p+ F(x,p,w), w"=q(x)w+G(x,p,w),  (2.2) .y 
where F(x, p, w) -- e[(1/7) p-vo(x)-w] and G(x, p, w) = (1/7) [-p(vo(x)+w)2-w2 + 37vo(x)w2 + 
7w3]. Since v0 is even on ( -0% o~), it follows that if (p,w) is a solution of (2.2) on [0, oo) 
and (p', w')(0) = (0, 0), then defining (p(x), w(x)) = (p(-x) ,  w(-x)) for x < 0 yields that (p, w) 
is an even solution of (2.2) on ( -c% oc). Therefore, to show that (1.1) has an even homo- 
clinic solution with (u, v)(±oo) = (1, 0), it suffices to show that (2.2) has a solution on [0, oc) 
with (p', w')(0) = (0, 0) and lim=_.oo (p, w) = (0, 0). 
Given a small U C (0, 1), let 
x~ = {( ; ,~)  ~ c[o, oo) × c[o, oo): I;Jo _< 1, J~lo _< 7, ~i~ (p,~) = (o,o)} 
be t]he Sanach space with the norm [(p, w)Io = [P[o +[w]o = maxo_<=<o~ [p(x)l + maxo_<=<~ tw(x)[. 
We ,define a mapping T(p,w) = (Tl(p,w),T2(p,w)) for (p,w) E X n and x >_ 0 by 
2 \Jo J 
e-O/'F) (=-U) F(y,p(y), w(y) dy 
2 
e (1/v'-~) (=-V)F(y, p(y), w(y)) dy, 
2 
~i(o) 
w~(O) ~Jo ~ c(y'TI(p' w)(y)' w(y) w°(y) dy) wo(z) 
/" f ,~ T2(p, w)(x) - 
+ wo(x) a(y,T~(p,w)(y),w(y))w~(y)dy 
/? + ~(x)  a(y, T~(p, w)(v), ~(y))~o(y) ay. 
It is easy to verify that if (p, w) C X~ is a fixed point of T, then (p, w) gives a solution of (2.2) 
on [0, e~), and furthermore, after extending (p, w) evenly on ( -ee,  0), (p'(O), w'(O)) = (0, 0), and 
hence, (p, w) gives a desired solution of (2.2). We note that the definition of T2 depends on T1 
which is important in the following proof. 
To show that T has a fixed point we shall show that there exists an rl E (0, 1), such that if s 
is sufficiently small, then T maps X n into itself and is a contraction. 
Let (p, w) E X n. Since 1 -  (2/3) v0 + (7/2) v02 _> 0 on (-c~, oc), it follows that [vo[0 _< 3. Hence, 
we have IF(.,p, w)I o < (1/7 + 4)Is[ =MI[¢[,  where M1 = 1/7 + 4. Note that 
r ; /? e-(i/ev) ~ dy = vh, e-O/ev) (~-~) dy <_ Vh, e(~/~) (~-~) dV = vS. (2.a) 
YO dO 
It follows that 
3 
ITl(p, w)[o <- -~ 7MilE1. (2.4) 
Similarly, since [G(.,p, w)l o <_ (1/7)(161p[o + 1D/Iw]o ), it follows from (2.4) that 
11 1 (161Tl(p,w)lo+11~lw[o) < 24Ml1~1 + -~'qIw[o. (2.5) tc(.,T~(p,~),,.)lo < ~
Note that we have from (2.1), for x __ 0, 
f0 ° Iw0(y)l dv = v0(0), wo(x) 9fo=Wl(y) dy < v/-~K, r /~ wo(y) dy <_ vhK. Wl(X) 
(2.6) 
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Let M2 = (l~'~(O)vo(O)/w'o(O)l)I~olo + 2~/~K. It follows from (2.5) that 
[ 11 ] 
IT2(p,w)lo ~ M21G(.,T~(p,w),~)Io ~ M~ 24Ml1~1 + ~wlwlo . (2.7) 
Hence, if ~ < V/22M2 and I~1 ~ min{~/48M1M2,2/37M1}, then (2.4) and (2.7) imply that 
I T~(p, ~)Io <_ 1 and ITz(p, w)10 _< v. An easy exercise shows that l imx~ (T1 (p, w)(x), T2 (p, w)(x)) 
= (0, 0). Therefore, T maps Xv into itself. 
Let (Pi, wi) C Xv (i = 1, 2). Since OF OF = s/'7 and ~ = -e ,  it follows from (2.3) and the mean 
value theorem that 
3 
IT~(p~, ~1) -Tx(p2,w2)[o ~ -~ I~I I(Pl, wl) - (P2, w2)lo. (2.8) 
Similarly, since 
OG _ 1 (v0+w) 2, OG _ 1 [-2p(vo + w) - 2w + 67vow + 3Vw 2] , 
we have oc oc 23[w1) for R 2 I~1 (l/v) (81pI + (p,w) e I~1 -< I~1 -< 16/7 and <_ with 1. Hence, by the 
mean value theorem, (2.4), (2.7), and (2.8) we get, for some 0(.) C (0, 1), 
IG(., T~(pl, ~x), ~)  - G(.,T~(p2, ~2), mlo <_ 
< 
16 ITx(pl, Wl) -- TI(P2, W2)I0 
1 
+ -[8[OTKp~,wl) + (1 - O)T~(p2,w2)lo 
"7 
+ 2310w~ + (1 - 0)~=1o] I~1 - w21o 
M3 (l~l + ~) I (pl,wl) - (p2,w2)[o, 
where M3 = 24/7 + 12M1. Hence, by (2.6), 
IT2(pl, ~oi) -T2(p2, ~o=)1o ~ m=m3(l~l + ~)l(pl, Wl) - (p~, ~=)1o. (2.9) 
Therefore, if U < 1/4M2M3 and I~1 <- 1/4M2Ma, then ]T2(P1, wl)-T2(p2,  w2)10 _< (1/2)I(Pl, Wl)- 
(p2,~2)1o. 
Thus, set ~/ = min{v/22M2, 1/4M2M3}. We have that if IEI < min{~l/48M1M2,2/3vM1, 
1/4M2M3}, then T maps X v into itself and is a contraction. Then, the contraction mapping 
theorem implies that T has a unique fixed point (pc,we) in X v. Set ve := vo + we and ue := 
1 - 7v~ + Pc. This proves the existence part of Theorem 1.2 
It remains to show that the homoclinic solution (ue, v~) satisfies (1.2). It suffices to show that 
for any nonnegative integer j there exists a positive constant Cj independent of e, such that 
P!J> o ~ Cjl~l, w(/) o ~ Cjl~l. (2.1o) 
Note that T(p~,w~) = (p~,we). It follows first from (2.4) that IPel0 -< (3/2)7Ml1~[, and then 
from (2.7) and the definition of ~ that ]welo _< 48MIM21e[. Thus, (2.10) holds for j = 0. Now 
the estimates in (2.10) with j = 2 follow directly from the right-hand sides of (2.2) and the 
estimates in (2.10) for j = 0. Then using the inequality [P(~J)]0 _< IP~J-1)10 + (1/2)tp(J+l)10 
and [w~(J)lo < Iw?-l)lo + (1/2)]w~(J+l)]0 we obtain (2.10) for j = 1. Differentiating the equations 
i, with the in (2.2) one more time, and evaluating the right-hand of the equations for p~" and w e 
estimates in (2.10) for j = 0, 1,2, we get (2.10) for j = 3. The estimates in (2.10) for j _> 4 are 
obtained in a similar manner. This completes the proof of Theorem 1.2. 
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